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AplApleettss  &&  CCoottlleettssAplets && Cotlets
®

FREE 
CANDY plus

FREE 
GIFT

WRAP!

ORDER
TODAY FOR

See pg. 2

Celebrating Over 10Celebrating Over 1000 Years of Delicious Holiday Gift Years of Delicious Holiday Giftss!!Celebrating Over 100 Years of Delicious Holiday Gifts!
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ORDER ANYTIME!
1-800-888-5696

libertyorchards.com

 “You are the master of all candy 
makers  — and this is your 
masterpiece.”

 — P. Lowry • Wichita, KS

 
  
 
  
  
 

#1610-A    14oz.    $15.95
Valley Orchard

 
  
 
  
  
 

#1610-C    14oz.    $15.95
Merry Christmas

 
  
 
  
  
 

#1610-N    14oz.    $15.95
Nativity Scene

 
  
 
  
  
 

#1610-R    14oz.    $15.95
Retail Gift Box

Two or more 
$14.95 ea. Two or more 

$14.95 ea. Two or more 
$14.95 ea. Two or more 

$14.95 ea. 

Aplets & Cotlets®

NEW FOR 2022... Choose the perfect box for any gift-giving occasion!  
Since we first began making them over 100 years ago, our signature candies have 
become a beloved holiday tradition. Our top-seller since 1920, Aplets & Cotlets are 
created using the blossom-fresh flavor of crisp Washington apples, the tangy 
goodness of ripe apricots, and the nutty richness of crunchy walnuts. We slow-
simmer the premium ingredients to create a smooth, gently chewy texture to our 
candies that’s easy on the teeth and impossible to resist! And we still do most 
everything by hand, just like our founders did a century ago, so you can taste the 
nostalgia in every bite. Select the perfect box tied with a gold cord below...

Making holiday memories for 102 years!Delicious gifts for every occasion are here!
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Add our Sweet Century Booklet 
to your gifts for just $1 each!
This 32-page booklet presents our 100 year history 
from 1920 right up until today!
#1193    Full color Story Booklet    Just $1.00

FREE Candy Gift! FREE Gift Wrap!
With your order of 
$75 or more in gifts 
and merchandise, 
you’ll receive a 10oz. 
gift box of our famous 
fruit-and-nut originals, 
Aplets & Cotlets... 
FREE! That’s a $13.95
value... but only if you 
act before this offer 
expires 10/10/2022!

With your order of $75 or more in gifts & merchandise, 
you can get your choice of gift-wrapping on any 
wrappable item... FREE! (see page 13 for wraps and 
details). This offer expires 12/24/2022!

FREE Gift Cards! Satisfaction Guaranteed!
If you want to add a 
personal touch to 
gifts you send from 
Liberty Orchards, 
be sure to request 
a FREE gift card... 
we’ll add your 
message to your 
choice of gift 
cards at no 
charge!

Much has changed over the 
past century since we first 
began making candies, but 
our dedication to customer 
satisfaction has never 
wavered. If you ever have a 
problem with your purchase, 
just let us know and we’ll make 
things right (if you want to 
send compliments our way, 
that’s fine with us too!).

The holiday season is fast approaching, and we’re gearing up to make sure your favorite Liberty 
Orchards candies are available for all your gift-giving occasions. This year continues to present 
new challenges with our ingredient supply chain, so we’ve whittled our selections down to the 
“best-of-the-best” to focus on keeping our most beloved candies in stock. But we’re also trying to 
innovate in new ways to make sure that you can find exactly the right gift too! This year, for the first 
time ever, we’re presenting our top five assortments in your choice of gift boxes... including Aplets 
& Cotlets (next page), Fruit Delights (pg. 5), Smoothees Deluxe (pg. 17), Sugar-Free Deluxe (pg. 18), 
and our popular Deluxe Assortment (pg. 20). Inside this catalog you’ll also find plenty of our old 
favorites... and new additions to our popular Dragée Delights (pgs. 7-9). — Times seem to be 
changing faster than ever, but the quality and service you expect from us are still the same!

*Sorry! Offers cannot be applied to previous orders or combined with previous offers.

* *
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Fruit Delights®

NEW FOR 2022... Choose the perfect box for any gift-giving occasion!  
We take the pure essence of nature’s juiciest, most irresistible fruits and blend 
them with tender chunks of the finest nuts. Then we slow-cook the candy to 
concentrate the fruit flavors and create our famous silky-smooth consistency with 
just the right amount of bite. It’s a natural treat so smile-inducing we had to call it 
Fruit Delights! They’ll be all grins with these six just-picked flavors: juicy Orange & 
Almond, bright Raspberry & Pecan, mouth-watering Blueberry & Almond, sunny 
Pineapple & Macadamia, orchard-fresh Peach & Walnut, and fragrant Strawberry 
& Walnut. Select the perfect box tied with a gold cord below...

The fresh-and-fruity flavors of  Fruit Delights!
®

 “ I am writing to tell you how we 
enjoyed your one-of-a-kind type of 
treats... great! My family came 
during the Christmas Holidays and 
brought two boxes of your treats. 
What a hit. We shared them with 
several other guests and they all 
enjoyed them.”  — Nancy M. Bertschy • Alberta

Our classic candies in beautiful gift boxes!

Aplets & Cotlets®

Choose from our original Aplets & Cotlets... or our special 
holiday edition Aplets & Cotlets with Cranberry-Aplets.

#1940 10oz. Aplets & Cotlets Gift Box  $13.95
#1947 10oz. Aplets & Cotlets & Cranberry-Aplets $13.95

Berry Delights®

All our “berry best” flavors in one box! Includes Blueberry 
Conserve, Strawberry & Walnut, Cranberry & Walnut, 
Blackberry Conserve, and Raspberry & Pecan flavors.  
#1892     10oz. Gift Box     $13.95

Fruit Delights®

Includes five of our most popular Fruit Delights flavors... 
Strawberry & Walnut, Blueberry & Almond, Pineapple & 
Macadamia, Peach & Walnut, and Orange & Almond. 
#1942     10oz. Gift Box     $13.95

Dessert Delights®

We’ve packed up four dessert-inspired flavors into one sweet 
assortment! Includes Cherry-Almond Crunch, Classic Lemon 
Bar, Apple-Pecan Pie, and Cranberry-Orange Sorbet. 
#1941     10oz. Gift Box     $13.95

 
  
 
  
  
 

#1799-A    14oz.    $15.95
Valley Orchard

 
  
 
  
  
 

#1799-C    14oz.    $15.95
Merry Christmas

 
  
 
  
  
 

#1799-N    14oz.    $15.95
Nativity Scene

 
  
 
  
  
 

#1799-R    14oz.    $15.95
Retail Gift Box

Two or more 
$14.95 ea. Two or more 

$12.95 ea. Two or more 
$12.95 ea. 

Two or more 
$12.95 ea. 

Two or more each 
$12.95 ea. 

Two or more 
$14.95 ea. Two or more 

$14.95 ea. Two or more 
$14.95 ea. 
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Chocolate-Dipped Delights®

Five of our Fruit Delights flavors dipped in rich, creamy goodness!  
The combination of fruit and chocolate is tough to beat. That’s why we’ve 
drenched our candies in this custom blend of milk and dark chocolate! Includes 
Blueberry-Almond, Apricot-Walnut, Strawberry-Walnut, Pineapple-Macadamia, 
and Raspberry Pecan flavors. Also available in a ready-to-give three box Gift Stack! 
#1895 7.5oz. Gift Box $12.95

Chocolate-Dipped Delights Gift Stack (left)
Three 7.5 oz. boxes tied together with a bright red ribbon.

#1898 22.5oz. Gift Stack $35.95

The gift of fruit and chocolate perfection! Dragée Delights™European-style candies   
We start with premium fruits and 
nuts, then build up a candy shell 
using only the finest European 
chocolate. It’s a long process which 
requires controlled temperatures 
and lots of patience... but the 
delicious result is tough to beat! 
Each flavor arrives packed in clear 
tubes shown below...

Milk Chocolate
Almonds

Crunchy roasted almonds in a 
luscious milk chocolate shell.

#7800       14oz.       $17.95

Dark Chocolate
Cherries

Candied cherries drenched in 
deliciously dark chocolate.

#7801       14oz.       $14.95

White Chocolate
Strawberries

Candied strawberries covered 
in velvety white chocolate.

#7802       15oz.       $25.95

Milk Chocolate
Peanuts

Choice roasted peanuts in a 
creamy milk chocolate shell.

#7803       14oz.       $11.95

Dark Chocolate
Pineapple

Fragrant candied pineapple 
covered in fine dark chocolate.

#7804       15oz.       $14.95

Dark Chocolate
Raisins

Our sun-sweetened raisins are 
drenched in rich dark chocolate.

#7805     16oz.       $13.95

Caramel-Chocolate
Hazelnuts

Roasted hazelnuts in creamy 
caramel-flavored milk chocolate.

#7807      11oz.       $13.95

Milk Chocolate
Hazelnuts

Roasted hazelnuts in a 
creamy milk chocolate shell.

#7806       11oz.       $13.95

6                          All items with chocolate require 2-Day Delivery May through September
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Dragée Delights™ 
4-Flavor Assortment
Premium panned chocolates!  The 
fine art of panning... covering foods 
with a candy coating... has been around 
for hundreds of years. You begin by 
rotating nuts, fruits, or sweets in a large 
metal drum, then slowly add melted 
chocolate or other confections so that a 
shell is built up over time. This assort-
ment includes almonds in milk choco-
late, hazelnuts in caramel-chocolate, 
raisins in dark chocolate, & strawberries 
in a creamy white chocolate shell.
#7590 16.5oz. Small Tray $15.50
#7591 37.5oz. Large Tray $32.50

NEW! Dragée Delights™ 
4-Flavor Fruit Tray
The classic combination of fruit and 
chocolate... times four!  For some 
people, nothing quite compares to the 
tempting pairing of choice fruits with 
premium chocolate. No worries... we’ve 
got a Dragée Delights tray for that! 
Includes Dark Chocolate Cherries, 
White Chocolate Strawberries, Dark 
Chocolate Raisins, and our tempting 
Dark Chocolate Pineapple candies.
#7593 16.5oz. Small Tray $15.50
#7594 37.5oz. Large Tray $32.50

NEW! Dragée Delights™  
6-Flavor Assortment
Even more delicious variety!  Our 
Dragée Delights proved so popular that 
we’ve added a new version with even 
more flavors to choose from! In addition 
to the milk chocolate almonds, dark 
chocolate raisins, caramel-chocolate 
hazelnuts, and white chocolate straw-
berries... we’ve added candied cherries 
drenched in dark chocolate and roasted 
peanuts covered in milk chocolate! 
It’s a smorgasbord of fruits, nuts, and 
chocolate that’s sure to be a hit at 
parties or for anytime snacking!
#7592 33oz. Large Tray $29.50

NEW! Gummy Sensations™ 
4-Flavor Assortment

Sensational fruity flavors!  Our premium gummy candies 
are a deliciously sweet treat that’s also deliciously fat-free! 
Includes Gummy Crocodiles, Raspberry & Blueberry 
Gummy Gels, Mango Gummy Hearts, and Assorted 
Gummy Fruits... all in your choice of tray sizes. 
#7596 17oz. 4-Flavor Small Tray $9.95
#7597 37oz. 4-Flavor Large Tray $18.50

Send them a gift of sweet variety with our party trays!

9

NEW! 
Gummy Sensations™ 
6-Flavor Assortment
Even more sweet variety!  Wanting more 
variety to satisfy your gummy cravings? 
No problem! Our 6-Flavor Assortment includes
Assorted Gummy Fruits, Sour Sprinkle Gummies, 
Raspberry & Blueberry Gummy Gels, Gummy 
Crocodiles, Strawberry & Blueberry Cream Clouds, 
and Mango Gummy Hearts in a large-size tray! 
#7598 31.5oz. 6-Flavor Large Tray $16.95
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13oz. Fruit & Nut Value Packs
#4400 Aplets & Cotlets $13.95
#4600 Fruit Delights $13.95
#4701 Turkish Delight $13.95
#4700 Sugar-Free Fruit Delights $17.25

Bulk-Style Value Packs
Save on our regular flavors in 
irregular shapes!  When you make 
candies the old-fashioned way, like we 
do, some pieces always end up a little 
larger, smaller, or differently-shaped 
than the rest. We’ve loose-packed 
these tasty tidbits in bulk trays and 
plain boxes so we could pass the 
savings on to you for your personal 
at-home enjoyment. Great to have on 
hand for anytime snacking!

Tempting confections packed just for you!

Chocolate Value Packs 
A few dents and scratches... but all the fruity, chocolatey 
goodness! Because our scrumptious chocolate candies are 
each dipped in our luscious chocolate blend by hand, it’s 
inevitable that some pieces might not look pretty enough 
for our gift boxes. We’ve taken these “diamonds in the 
rough” and packed them in no-frills generic boxes and 
passed our savings onto you! 
#4707 121/2 oz. Fruit Chocolates $17.25
Chocolates Require 2-Day RUSH May-September!

Nut-Free Value Packs 
Tempting fat-free candies you’ll love for their flavor, not 
their looks! Sometimes our perfectly-flavored fruit candies 
turn out looking a little less than perfect, so we pack them 
up into generic boxes at a discounted price. These nut-free, 
fat-free morsels are available in Smoothees (see pg. 17), 
Sparklers (see pg. 16), and Sugar-Free (see pg. 19) varieties. 
#4704 15oz. Nut-Free Fruit Smoothees $14.95
#4708 15oz. Nut-Free Fruit Sparklers $14.95
#4705 15oz. Sugar-Free/Nut-Free $17.25

NEW! Individually-Wrapped Minis Mystery Assortments
A random assortment of what we’ve been cooking up in our candy kitchen!  Our individually-wrapped candies have been 
such a big hit that we’re always adding new flavors to old favorites that can be enjoyed at their freshest every time. It’s a great 
way for us to introduce people to our different varieties, and now we’ve found a way to let you join in on the fun! These gift 
boxes include a random assortment of the candies we’ve been making recently. Will you get pieces of our famous originals like 
Aplets & Cotlets or Fruit Delights? Or will you get pieces from our newer Dessert Delights and Tropical Delights assortments? 
We won’t know until you order! Available in either a 60 piece or 40 piece gift box.
Orchard Sunset Gift Box (green)                       Valley Blossoms Gift Box (pink)  
#1692   30oz. (60 Random pieces)   $27.95        #1691   20oz. (40 Random pieces)   $19.95

  

Aplets & Cotlets Trio Pack
#3036 Three 5oz. Boxes $19.50
Fruit Delights Trio Pack
#3037 Three 5oz. Boxes $19.50

Wrapped Minis Trios 
Individually-wrapped candies! 
For those times when you’d like just 
a bite or two of our classic candies, 
we offer individually-wrapped pieces 
you can take anywhere! Choose from 
Aplets & Cotlets (with our original 
Apple-Walnut and Apricot-Walnut 
candies) or Fruit Delights (which 
includes Blueberry-Almond, Pine-
apple-Macadamia, Raspberry-Pecan, 
and Strawberry-Walnut flavors).
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Glorious Gold
CODE: G

Ho! Ho! Ho!
CODE: B

Snowy Splendor
CODE: W

Happy Hanukkah
CODE: H

Gift wrapping $1.95 FREE with your $75 order!
FREE wrapping on wrappable items with your order of $75 or more in merchandise and gifts before 12/24/2022

Order online at LibertyOrchards.com or call us any time at 1-800-888-5696
Outside the US & Canada call 1-509-782-1000 or FAX: 1-509-782-4776   

Or mail order form to: Liberty Orchards • PO Box 179 • Cashmere, WA 98815-0179 — If you need more 
room, please enclose an extra page with the same information as the form. Be sure to include payment with your order.

Please call us for shipping charges on orders shipping outside the USA
Do you qualify for a discount? 
Earn a discount based on merchandise total
(not including shipping & handling)...

$250 - $499 less 5%
$500 - $999 less 10%

$1000 - $1499 less 15%
$1500 - $1999 less 20%

$2000 - $2499 less 25%
$2500 or more less 30%

13

Order Amount
$00.00 - $13.95
$13.96 - $29.95
$29.96 - $49.95
$49.96 - $74.95
$74.96 - $99.95
$99.96 - $149.95
$149.96 - $199.95
$199.96 or more

Rate
 

 
 
 
 

Add shipping & handling for each USA address
(Please call for shipping charges to addresses outside the USA)

$6.95
$8.95

$10.95
$13.95
$16.95
$20.95
$24.95
$29.95

2 DAY RUSH DELIVERY*

1 DAY RUSH DELIVERY*

Add $15 to USPS Ground Rate

Add $30 to USPS Ground Rate

3 DAY RUSH DELIVERY*
Add $10 to USPS Ground Rate+

GROUND UPS DELIVERY*
or USPS PRIORITY

Add $5 to USPS Ground Rate
+

+
+

FOR FASTER DELIVERY...
Choose an alternate option below, then add

the fee shown to the U.S. Postal Service rate...

Our standard ground
shipments are delivered

by the U.S. Postal Service...

Gift #1

Add shipping & handling charges for this address... use above chart

I want my gift to arrive:
Approximate Delivery Date TOTAL

PLEASE DO NOT CUT

Item Code Description Quantity Price Item & Wrap
Total $

Qty Code
Gift Wrap

Gift #2      PLEASE DO NOT CUT

Payment - PLEASE DO NOT SEND CASH... Total your order here...
I have enclosed...  W Check    W Money Order
(Make payable to LIBERTY ORCHARDS in US Dollars)

OR: Please charge my...  W VISA    W Master Card

Card Number:

Expiration Date:

Signature:
TOTAL DUE

- - -

/

Total Purchases (add all numbers in the TOTAL column)...

Subtract the value of any valid coupons...

+

-

-

$

Send these gifts to other addresses...

Merchandise Total

Item Code Description Quantity Price Item & Wrap
Total $

Qty Code
Gift Wrap

Add Shipping & Handling

Please send these items to my address...HOLIDAY DELIVERY DEADLINES

Add shipping & handling charges for this address... use above chart

I want my gift to arrive:
Approximate Delivery Date TOTAL

Item Code Description Quantity Price Item & Wrap
Total $

Qty Code
Gift Wrap

TOTAL

         *No P.O. Boxes allowed on UPS deliveries.

Are you eligible for our Quantity Discount? See PAGE 13...

My Name & Address... (Please print clearly)

All prices in this catalog are e�ective 
through December 31st, 2022.

Ship To:

Address:

City:

How do you want it signed?

Zip:State:

              W Happy Thanksgiving          Happy Birthday         Other

Ship To:

Address:

City:

How do you want it signed?

Zip:State:
FREE GIFT CARD: W   Merry Christmas        Season's Greetings

              W Happy Thanksgiving          Happy Birthday         Other

FREE GIFT CARD: W   Merry Christmas        Season's Greetings

To assure Christmas delivery to addresses in the USA,
we must receive your order by noon Pacific Time on these dates:

December 9th for Ground Delivery
December 19th for 3-Day UPS Delivery
December 20th for 2-Day UPS Delivery

December 21st for 1-Day Overnight Delivery

CATALOG CODECUSTOMER NO.

Email Address:

I want my shipment to arrive:

Daytime Phone:
( )

(in case we have questions about your order)

(approximate delivery date... order will ship the next business day if no date is specified)

(used for order confirmation and updates... we do not share email addresses with anybody!)

Please write your Customer No. and Catalog Code below...
 (you can find these numbers on the back cover!)

12    Mail to: Liberty Orchards • PO Box 179, Cashmere, WA 98815 or Call 1-800-888-5696 

Merry Christmas Santa Christmas Wishes Happy Hanukkah Holiday Wreath

Gift Collections 
Our two best-sellers in one great gift!  
We’ve taken one box each of 14oz. 
Aplets & Cotlets and Fruit Delights 
and bound them together in your 
choice of festive holiday sleeves!

Holiday Delivery Gift Collection (right)

#3304    28oz. Gift Collection    $29.95

Merry Christmas Gift Collection
#1198    28oz. Gift Collection    $29.95

Santa Christmas Wishes Collection
#1199    28oz. Gift Collection    $29.95

Happy Hanukkah Gift Collection
#3298    28oz. Gift Collection    $29.95

Holiday Wreath Gift Collection
#3297    28oz. Gift Collection    $29.95
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Tropical Fruit Sparklers®

An exotic trio of tropical fruit flavors! 
Now you can experience the flavors of the islands at home! 
This tempting assortment includes Pineapple, Coconut, and 
Mango nut-free candies dusted in sparkling sugar... each 
morsel deliciously fat-free!

#2059    14oz.  $14.95

Sparklers® Assortment
All nine Sparklers flavors in one box! 
If you’re looking for a variety of nut-free 
flavors, look no further than this gift box filled with Apple, 
Pear, Cherry, Pineapple, Coconut, Mango, Strawberry, 
Raspberry, and Blueberry Sparklers, each bite fat-free!

#2072    14oz.  $14.95

Orchard Fruit Sparklers®

Three sparkling nut-free fruit flavors! 
Juicy pears... crisp apples... sweet cherries... three ochard-
fresh flavors that have been enjoyed by our customers for 
decades. We’ve taken all three and created Sparklers, 
delicious fruit candies sprinkled with sugar! 

#1448    14oz.  $14.95

Berry Fruit Sparklers®

Three fat-free, nut-free berry favorites! 
For many people, nothing can quite compare to the juicy 
flavor of a delicious berry. With that in mind, we’ve taken 
our nut-free Strawberry, Raspberry, and Blueberry candies 
and rolled them in a sparkly sugar coating!

#2066    14oz.  $14.95

Two or more 
$13.95 ea. 

Two or more 
$13.95 ea. 

Two or more 
$13.95 ea. 

Two or more 
$13.95 ea. 

Apple & Apricot Smoothees®

Our famous originals... without the nuts! 
Experience the fragrant taste of ripe apples and sweet 
flavor of juicy apricots that have been a Liberty Orchards 
candy favorite for 102 years... but in a nut-free version that 
also happens to be fat-free!

#1460    14oz.  $14.95

Smoothees Deluxe Assortment®

Bursting with fruit flavor... beautifully boxed for giving! 
We’ll take all eight of our Smoothee flavors and pack them 
into the beautiful box of your choice then tie it with a 
gleaming golden cord. Includes Raspberry, Apple, Apricot, 
Pear, Cherry, Pineapple, Blueberry, and Strawberry.

Order below. For a closer look at our box designs, see next page.

 
  
 
  
  
 

#1802-A    $15.50

 
  
 
  
  
 

#1802-C    $15.50

 
  
 
  
  
 

#1802-N    $15.50

Nut-Free Fruit Smoothees®

Our purest expression of fruit flavor! 
This tempting nut-free assortment includes an all new 
assortment of six fresh and fruity flavors dusted in 
powdered sugar: Pear, Cherry, Pineapple, Blueberry, 
Raspberry, and Strawberry... each deliciously fat-free!

#1447    14oz.  $14.95Two or more 
$13.95 ea. Two or more 

$13.95 ea. 

Deliciously nut-free Smoothees!Nut-free, fat-free Fruit SparklersNEW!
Gift Box
for 2022!

NEW!
Gift Box
for 2022!

Valley Orchard Merry Christmas Nativity Scene

 “ Every member of the family was surpisingly enchanted 
over the splendid, true-to-fruit flavors in your candies! 
So smooth—just a real treat for every candy lover—a bit of 
heaven here on earth, truly!.”— R. Wycinski • Corning, OH
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Sugar-Free Deluxe Assortments!
SUGAR-FREE Deluxe Assortment Gift Boxes
A dozen sugar-free flavors! Our elegant Deluxe gift boxes includes all six of our sugar-free Aplets & Cotlets and Fruit Delights 
flavors, hand-packed into your choice of beautiful gift boxes adorned with a gold cord bow. It’s the perfect gift for anyone who 
prefers their candies without the sugar, but plenty of variety in fruit-and-nut taste!

SUGAR-FREE 
Fruit Smoothees®

A version of our Sugar-Free Fruit Delight can-
dies without the nutty crunch!  
No sugar. No nuts. Just delicious candies where 
the fruit flavor shines through! Includes four 
tempting nut-free varieties... Strawberry, 
Raspberry, Blueberry, and Pineapple.
#1478    14oz.   $17.50

SUGAR-FREE 
Fruit Delights®

A sugar-free version of a quartet of Fruit 
Delight flavors!  We’ve taken our most popular 
Fruit Delight flavors and created a sugar-free 
version that’s so good, you won’t miss the sugar! 
Includes Strawberry- Walnut, Raspberry-Pecan, 
Blueberry-Pecan, and  Pineapple-Macadamia.
#1477    12oz.   $19.50

SUGAR-FREE 
Valley Orchard 
Deluxe Assortment

This beautiful box is printed with a 
painting of our Cashmere Valley home 
by celebrated artist Jim Hays!  

#1801-A    12oz. Gift Box    $19.95

SUGAR-FREE 
Merry Christmas 
Deluxe Assortment

Wish them a Merry Christmas with 
this delicious assortment of our finest 
sugar-free fruit-and-nut candy varieties!  

#1801-C    12oz. Gift Box    $19.95

SUGAR-FREE 
Nativity Scene 
Deluxe Assortment

A lovely rendition of The Nativity adorns 
the top of this box while “May the Spirit of 
Christmas Be With You Throughout the 
Year!” is written along the sides.  

#1801-N    12oz. Gift Box    $19.95

SUGAR-FREE 
Aplets & Cotlets®

Our classic candies in our two original flavors, 
deliciously sugar-free! Here’s a sugar-free version 
of our very first candies, Aplets & Cotlets, hand-
packed in our beautiful “Valley Blossoms” gift box. 
Arrives evenly divided between our sugar-free 
Apple-Walnut and Apricot-Walnut flavors.
#1470   12oz.   $19.50

Two or more 
$16.50 ea. 

Two or more 
$18.50 ea. 

Two or more 
$18.50 ea. 

All the flavor with none of the sugar!

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT OUR SUGAR-FREE CANDIES
These products contain the sweeteners maltitol and sorbitol which may have a laxative effect. This candy is not a 
reduced calorie food. If you are a diabetic, these products may be useful in your diet on the advice of a physician. 

This food cannot be used to counteract an insulin reaction.
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NON
Project

VE R I F I E D
nongmoproject.org

GMO

Reasons to love
Orchard Bar
• Non-GMO
• Good Source of 
• Protein
• 60% Organic
• No Artificial 
• Flavors, Colors, 
• or Preservatives 
• Vegan
• No Trans-Fats
• Gluten-Free 

Cranberry Orange & Walnut 
#6286 12-Count Carton $23.50

SPICY Mango Papaya & Almond
#6285 12-Count Carton $23.50

Blueberry Pomegranate & Almond
#6201 12-Count Carton $23.50

Pear Almond Crunch
#6287 12-Count Carton $23.50

Strawberry Raspberry & Walnut
#6202 12-Count Carton $23.50

Pineapple Coconut & Macadamia
#6203 12-Count Carton $23.50

Cherry Almond Crunch
#6206 12-Count Carton $23.50

Orchard Bar®\... delicious energy to go!
A delightful blend of soft and crunchy that’s naturally delicious!

Have a favorite Orchard Bar 
flavor? We offer all seven of 
our fruit-and-nut varieties 
in their own box!
Each carton has
a dozen fresh 
and fruity bars, 
each bursting 
with sweet 
energy!

20 count Five-Flavor Assortment (our best-sellers!)

#6300  $38.95

21 count Seven-Flavor Assortment (all flavors shown left!)

#6301  $39.95

Orchard Bar® Assortment Gift Boxes
Delicious energy from fruits, nuts, and seeds!  We start with fiber-rich apples 
then blend in pieces of real fruit along with wholesome nuts, sunflower & flax 
seeds, fruit juices, and high-protein soy nuggets. The result is a delicious burst 
of energy for people on the go that’s rich in antioxidants (vitamin C & E), gluten-
free, low in sodium, a good source of protein, and has no artificial flavors, colors, 
preservatives, or cholesterol! Each of our two assortments arrive packed in a 
gift box featuring an illustration of our Cashmere Valley home.

Includes 4 bars each of Pineapple & Coconut, Pear Almond, 
Blueberry & Pomegranate, Strawberry & Raspberry, and 
Cherry Almond

Includes 3 bars each of Pineapple & Coconut, Pear Almond 
Blueberry & Pomegranate, Strawberry & Raspberry, Cherry 
Almond, SPICY Mango & Papaya, and Cranberry Orange.
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All their favorite flavors in one great gift! Our version of a Near-East classic candy!
Deluxe Assortment Our finest candies, beautifully gift-boxed!  We’ve gathered our twelve most popular flavors 
and hand-packed them in your choice of three beautiful boxes complete with gold cord to create the perfect gift of our classic 
candies! Beneath the lid are Aplets & Cotlets, Peach-Walnut, Blueberry-Almond, Cherry-Pecan, Strawberry-Walnut, Orange-
Almond, Cranberry-Walnut, Blueberry Conserve, Pineapple-Macadamia, Lemon Delight, and Blackberry Conserve varieties.

Turkish Delight Exotic tastes right out of Arabian Nights! Our fruit-and-nut candies are derived from locoum, 
also known as Turkish Delight, a beloved delicacy of the Near East. We’ve crafted our own gelatin-free, gluten-free version 
using no artificial flavors and no artificial colors! Includes five traditional varieties... Orange Blossom-Almond, Apricot-Walnut, 
Rose-Pistachio, Vanilla-Pistachio, and Lemon Delight flavors, each lovingly hand-packed in a beautiful gift box.

Valley Orchard 
Deluxe Assortment 

#1800-A    14oz. Gift Box    $16.50

Merry Christmas 
Deluxe Assortment 

#1800-C    14oz. Gift Box    $16.50

Nativity Scene 
Deluxe Assortment 

#1800-N    14oz. Gift Box    $16.50

Turkish Delight 

#1710   10oz. Gift Box   $13.95

Two or more 
$12.95 ea. 

20 21
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Our Trio Gifts are packed with variety!

Orchard Trio Gift 
Our three most popular candies, dressed to impress!  Having trouble deciding which of our deliciously fresh and 
fruity candies to give? We’ve made the solution simple! Our Orchard Trio Gift includes orchard-fresh Fruit Delights, 
deliciously fragrant Berry Delights, and our two original flavors, Aplets & Cotlets... each hand-packed into our 
beautiful “orchard originals” gift boxes and tied together with a festive red ribbon. It’s a quick and easy way to 
give a tasty sampling of the famous candies from the Pacific Northwest that are always appreciated!. 
#3070    24oz. Trio    $34.95         #3080    42oz. Trio    $54.95

 “Everything that I received is just 
wonderful. My friends also said the 
same thing. I’ve never tasted anything 
so good.”

— Kay Patterson • Portland, OR

Classic Gift Box Stacks
A selection of our best-loved candies, boxed for the 
season!  Our festive 10oz. gift boxes have been stacked 
up and hand-tied with a beautiful red satin ribbon just for 
the holidays! Choose from our Three-Box Gift with Aplets 
& Cotlets, Fruit Delights, and Berry Delights... or our Five-
Box Gift which adds boxes of Dessert Delights and 
Turkish Delights for the ultimate in sweet variety!

10oz. Gift Boxes
A seasonal classic!  Here are our 
most popular candy assortments, 
each hand-packed in their own gift  
box for holiday giving! Buy them in 
pre-stacked towers to the left, or 
get a 10oz. gift box filled with your 
favorite flavors for holiday snacking 
at its finest!    
#1940 Aplets & Cotlets  $13.95
#1942 Fruit Delights $13.95
#1892 Berry Delights $13.95
#1941  Dessert Delights $13.95
#1710 Turkish Delight $13.95

Beautiful holiday gifts!

Three-Box Gift  Includes one 10oz. box each of Aplets & Cotlets, 
Fruit Delights, and Berry Delights tied with a red ribbon.

#1988 30oz. Gift with Three Boxes $38.95
Five-Box Gift  Includes all 10oz. varieties: Aplets & Cotlets, Fruit 
Delights, Berry Delights, Dessert Delights, and Turkish Delight.

#1989 50oz. Gift with Five Boxes $59.95

Christmas Tidings Gift
Two boxes of our finest, wrapped in holiday 
elegance! This sure-to-please Christmas gift 
includes one 14oz. box of our original Aplets & 
Cotlets and one 14oz. box of orchard-fresh 
Fruit Delights candies. That’s eight of our best-
selling fruit-and-nut flavors, hand-wrapped in 
our beautiful Merry Christmas holly paper 
and tied up with a festive red bow.  
#3302     Two 14oz. Gift Boxes     $33.95

 “In a day and age when quality of service does 
not seem to be a priority for most businesses, 
it was a treat to deal with you and receive 
such excellent service. Keep up the good 
work, we look forward to a continuing candy 
relationship!”

 — L.M. Krall • Nanaimo, BC, Canada
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 “There is nothing to compare 
with your product! Thank you 
for still offering your 
candies—they are always a 
treat.”

 — Mrs. Carol Ballweber, CO

Orchard Trio Gift
Our three most popular 
candies, dressed to impress!  
Having trouble deciding 
which of our deliciously fresh 
and fruity candies to give? 
We’ve made the solution 
simple! Our Orchard Trio 
Gift includes orchard-fresh  
Fruit Delights, deliciously 
fragrant Berry Delights, and 
our two original flavors, 
Aplets & Cotlets... each hand-
packed into our beautiful 
“orchard originals” gift boxes 
and tied together with a 
festive red ribbon. It’s a quick 
and easy way to give a tasty 
sampling of the famous 
candies from the Pacific 
Northwest that are always 
appreciated!
#3070 24oz. Trio  $34.95
#3080 42oz. Trio $54.95

FREE CANDY!
When you order $75 or more in gifts and
merchandise, you can get a box of our 
original Aplets & Cotlets candies FREE! 
But HURRY! Offer expires 10/10/2022!

SeePage 2 forDetails


